The biennial rainfall relationship in the
tropical western hemisphere has weakened
in recent decades
11 January 2018
Biennial rainfall relationship could be observed in This decadal weakening of the biennial rainfall
the tropical eastern hemisphere associated with
relationship in the tropical western hemisphere may
the tropospheric biennial oscillation, and the
add to the difficulty in predicting the rainfall
tropical western hemisphere. In the tropical
variability in the CA and ESA regions. The
western hemisphere, previous studies have
strategies used for seasonal climate predictions in
revealed that a biennial relationship exists between the CA-ESA regions may need to be changed or
the interannual rainfall anomalies over Central
adjusted due to this weakening of the biennial
America (CA) and equatorial South America (ESA). rainfall relationship over these regions.
Understanding the behavior and mechanisms of
such a biennial rainfall relationship has important
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applications, due to the importance of rainfall
the biennial relationship between Central American
variability to agriculture, economies and society in and equatorial South American rainfall in recent
these regions.
decades, Atmospheric and Oceanic Science
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In a recent study published in Atmospheric and
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Oceanic Science Letters (Wang and Wu 2017), the
authors from the Guangdong Ocean University
report that this biennial rainfall relationship
between CA and ESA has weakened remarkably
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since 2000. This weakened biennial rainfall
relationship could be contributed by the weakening
in both the in-phase rainfall transition from CA
rainfall to ESA rainfall (i.e., strong rainfall over CA
in boreal summer followed by strong rainfall over
ESA in the following austral summer, and vice
versa) and the out-of-phase transition from ESA
rainfall back to CA rainfall in the following year (i.e.,
strong rainfall over ESA in austral summer followed
by weak rainfall over CA in the following boreal
summer, and vice versa).
"The observed decadal changes in the biennial
relationship between CA and ESA rainfall can be
attributed to changes in the effects of the El NiñoSouthern Oscillation (ENSO) and tropical North
Atlantic (TNA) sea surface temperature (SST)
since 2000," says Dr. Lei Wang, the lead author of
the study. "The changes may be associated with
more frequent occurrences of the central Pacific or
"Modoki" type El Niño."
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